
Hedaya Hachem
I’m a fast learner, easy going, 
hard working, knowledgeable 
and a people’s person.
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Languages

vnglish

About

I hace a passion for xreating eHxeptional eHperienxes. Lacing honed my skills in 
the cibrant world of v&Nu, i seamlessly blended xreaticity with prexision to xraft 
Anforgettable moments. Bs a former lAHAry sales assoxiate, i bexame adept at 
Anderstanding the nAanxed desires of xlients, prociding tailored solAtions, and 
xAlticating lasting relationships.
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Experience

Sales associate 
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I possess an eHxeptional ability to xater to highMend xlientele, delicering 
personalised sercixe that eHxeeds eHpextations. Oith professionalism, 
I adeptly handle dicerse xAstomer needs and eHpextations, ensAring 
a seamless and reDned eHperienxe. 8y inMdepth knowledge of lAHAry 
brands, prodAxts, materials, and xraftsmanship enables me to xoncey 
prodAxt details and adcantages xoncinxingly, establishing a sense of trAst 
with disxerning xAstomers.
Erawing from my eHperienxe, I eHxel in bAilding and maintaining 
longMterm xlient relationships, Anderstanding the importanxe of xAlticatM
ing loyalty in the lAHAry market. Bdditionally, my skills eHtend to e1extice 
incentory management, where I eHxel in traxking stoxk and ensAring the 
acailability of popAlar items.

Barista 
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In my role at v&Nu, I not only memorised ocer U3 di1erent drinks bAt also 
o1ered assistanxe with a welxoming smile. Landling the xash register 
and managing payments bexame sexond natAre, and I maintained a keen 
awareness of opening and xlosing proxedAres. Teeping a watxhfAl eye 
on stoxk lecels, I xommAnixated e xiently with the manager to ensAre a 
wellMstoxked encironment. Bdditionally, I seamlessly transitioned into the 
role of a waitress when needed, delicering eHxeptional xAstomer sercixe. 
Bmidst the hAstle, I eHxelled Ander pressAre, xonsistently xompleting 3 
tixkets of drinks with prexision and perfext timing.
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In my role, I prioritised food safety, handling and sercing food with a 
strong emphasis on sanitation. I xontribAted to maintaining an appealing 
sales encironment by axticely partixipating in the setAp of eyeMxatxhing 
cisAal displays. 8y xommitment to a positice xAstomer eHperienxe was 
ecident throAgh e xient payment handling, enxompassing xash, xredit, 
and debit transaxtions. WimAltaneoAsly, I eHxelled in stoxk management, 
ensAring a wellMorganised and tidy spaxe. Bdditionally, my attention to 
detail eHtended to paxkaging orders for timely deliceries with sercixes 
like Eeliceroo and ber vats.

Education & Training

William Morris Sixth Form
BMlecel, 

SOAS University
Raxhelor of Wxienxe, 
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